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About This Content
CONTAINER PRODUCTS – 20/40FT DRY VAN CONTAINERS
Some months ago, when I was walking around a large shipping terminal in Waigaoqiao, Shanghai, I saw many colourful
containers stacked together - which came from all over the world - looking like towering blocks of beautiful skyscrapers. From
that time, I planned to make and place these cool iron boxes into my favorite simulator, making our experiences more awesome
and more realistic.
Now, you will get a total of 10 styles of 20ft and 40ft dry van containers in your railroad world. You are able to carry them by
X2K double-stack container well wagons.
Features Include:
- 10 styles.
- Normal Maps.
- Weathered.
X2K DOUBLE-STACK CONTAINER WELL WAGONS
If you intend to travel between Shanghai and Beijing by train, maybe you'll pass a train with double-stacked containers - chances
are it will be these, as the X2 series well wagons are the only double-stack container wagons in China.
The X2 series double-stack container well wagon is specially designed to carry container traffic. Once a X2 wagon equips ZK6
bogies, it’s called “X2K”, and its max speed is up to 120 km/h.
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Three colors of X2K wagons are included, which should be mixed in a long train for a more realistic effect!
Features Include:
- Normal Maps.
- Weathered.
- Rear Sign Light.
- Load Product.
- LOD System.
CONTAINER YARD
Need a place to show off your containers? Here it is. This original container yard references the Luchaogang container yard. It's
a new yard
in Shanghai, used to storage containers which were carried from Yangshan Deep Water Port and transit by trains. Though its
length has been reduced to 500 meters, and it can stack a maximum over 1,000 containers.
Features Include:
- Normal Maps.
- Weathered.
- Animate objects.
- Can stack over 1,000 Containers.
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dificult at times but well worth playing .. Very fun shooter. Even if it's short,for a novel it's quite interactive and interesting,but
unfortunately I'm not a huge fan of these novel games so I didn't enjoy this as much as fan of these games.. Definitely worth the
sale price, grab it before it's gone. Although I can't start this game and don't know why, I still think it is an interesting game.. I
absolutely love this game. My only qualm is the difficulty of finding the secret rooms. Once I knew which rooms they were in, I
found the difficulty fine. But there really was no in-game clue to where they were, other than the hole in the map, which was
often bordered by several rooms.
Now that the criticism is out of the way, let me just say the difficulty progression, level design, puzzles, visuals, etc are all great
and I highly recommend this game to anyone who ever played the Adventures of Lolo as a kid.. It's great if you are a really
Scania fan :D. Very fun "tactical" shooter. Huge levels and good combat system. I love how fast you die, one mistake and restart
the whole mission, but it manages to feel fair and seems more reallistic this way. It also has quiet "destructible" environment. If
you shoot barrels - nearby huts or cars explode too.
Through it could have been less repetitive and I wish that level design had more detail like more trees, more houses, grass. I bet
it was capable of that, because some games before had more detail in environment
7/10. The question is, should you get TW Rome alexander? I say yes.
What you get is a fast paced sort of narrated campaign as alexander vs the persians and india. You will have few but elite troops
vs ever growing large armies and a short time span to conquer everything.
There is also a few challenging historical battles to win and some mods that require alexander. These mods expand upon the
somewhat lacking unit roster of the vanilla game. I really reccomend diadochi TW ( successor wars) mod.
IF you dont know if you should get it or not, if you are a fan of alexander then get it, if not then get it for the mods.
So here are pros/cons
Pros
+ play as alexander/macedonians vs large persian armies.
+ great music.
+ good modding community.
+ nice historical battles.
+ new units are cool.
cons
- few factions
- only 1 campaign
- campaign map is a bit small.
- you cant play as philip II of macedon.
- few skirmish battle factions.
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I tried to enjoy this game and I like indie titles like it. However it was too clutered, too constrictive, and a little bit
claustrophobic.
I believe that exploration should offer freedom in the space provided. But everything here felt like an obstacle with no
guideposts, signs, or pathways. Just dark trees, a few flowers, and far too many rocks.
I'm sorry I don't have more to say, but pushing through the first 20 minutes was enough.
Thanks for reading.
. The ring girl, is one of the creepiest one's of them all.. So, I used Spriter Pro for a month. Do not buy or use it for any project.
You will not finish them.
In Characters Maps
1. "Merge Active to new" button - merge all your maps in both active and avaiable window. So it is useless
2. Save maps button don't work in 90% percent of cases. So it is useless
3. Load button never works, you choose file and then nothing. So it is useless
4. When your project is bigger then spriters examples "creat new CM" will hit you really hard, it is awful.
5. And the most terrible thing - bug of centers of sprites, sometimes they displaced and you can't fix them. In any menu.
Z-order:
1. when you are using operations like "paste to all keys" - all z-orders mix up in all animation.(fixed)
Import animation in current scene(animation )
1. Dev says it is experimental. Actually it does not work at all. You can inmport, but after that work with this animaton is over
for you. (fixed)
In last update devs add option to move animation between entitys.
1. When you use it, your programm will crush in 5 min
2. You can't save project.
It is awful and usefull, don't repeat my mistakes, and don't buy it.. 5 mins and it is already heartwarming and nice. The whole
idea of combining narrative and puzzle is great, good job pals.
But I have something that bothers me a lot, when you fail puzzle, there are no options to restart it except of save->quit->play.
And this consequence of actions really breaks immersion, would be great if you would fix that
UPDATE:
Have found the way to restart puzzle: in Alchemist and Preventer story you should drag yellow dots on top of the screen, in
Newspaper story, you should drag dates.
Also, as I expected - amazing game with solid narrative part, totally will recommend it. Yeah, gameplay absolutely does not fit
story and sometimes breaks immersion, but you tried bring something more or less fresh and I really appreciate it. This game
should be $20 not $2!. I really enjoy the game so far even though it's quite challenging. I tend to fail most of the missions at first
try but keep coming back for more until I succeed - I guess that's a good sign :) Also, obviously I like the great visuals and
playing in an awesome setting. Nice work!
. story is confusing, very cliche characters. Artwork is pretty good for indie but nothing spectacular. Music isn't all that great.
Gameplay is very repetitive. I was looking for a tower defense game and this is a little unsatisfying, but I don't regret this
purchase because I can see potential in these guys. Hopefully they will make a better tower defense game in the future.. What
world of warships would become in the future.
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